
Issues of Transportation	




	


We are concerned about  
the health of our cities.	




	


Historically, our cities  
have been closely tied to  

their transportation systems.	




	

The National Road led to the opening 

of the vast Ohio Territories.	




	

The Erie Canal opened up the Great Lakes.	




	

The Transcontinental Railroad opened up the west.	




	

Trolleys opened up the suburbs.	




Interurbans travelled 
throughout the  
Midwest in an  
interconnected  
system.	




Demise of the interurban	




	

Henry Ford gave us the mobility to live anywhere.	




	

Interstate highways allowed us to  

commute between cities.	




The problems of transportation…!

 
Cities and transportation have an intimate 

relationship. 



	

The impact of transportation on the development 

of our cities cannot be overstated.	




	

The impact of transportation on the development 

of our cities cannot be overstated.	

	


Planetizen email blog had its usual 
20 national news articles on planning. 

13 of those articles were on transportation.	






"Future generations will perhaps wonder at our 
willingness, indeed our eagerness, to sacrifice the 
education of our children, the care of the ill and the 
aged, the development of the arts, to say nothing of 
ready access to nature, for the lop-sided system of 
mono-transportation, going through low-density 
areas at sixty miles an hour..."  	

     (Lewis Mumford)	




"The reason for preferring private over public transit is not, as 
often alleged, the perversity of the consumer or his ignorance 
of economics. ... the basic reason why most urban trips are 
made by automobile is that the family car, despite its 
shortcomings, is superior to any other method of 
transportation,  It offers comfort, privacy, limited walking, 
minimum waiting, and freedom from schedules or routing.  It 
guarantees a seat; protects the traveler from heat, cold and 
rain; provides space for baggage; carries extra passengers at 
no extra cost; and for most trips, except those in the center 
city, gets there faster and cheaper than any other way.  The 
transit rider confronts an entirely different situation.  He must 
walk, wait, stand, and be exposed to the elements.  The ride is 
apt to be costly, slow, and uncomfortable because of 
antiquated equipment, poor ventilation, and service that is 
congested in rush hours, infrequent during any other time of 
day, inoperative at night, and non-existent in suburbia."  ���
    (Wilfred Owen, The Brookings Institute)	






















Teaching our kids to rely ���
   only on the automobile	

	

   Okemos High School	

	

   	


Location of���
High School	

	

   	


	

Okemos	


Downtown	

   	




Teaching our kids to rely ���
   only on the automobile	

	

   Okemos High School	

	

   	












Teaching our kids to rely on the automobile…	




The European example 	






The problems of transportation…!

Sprawl is expensive!



Cars are expensive!
The price of gasoline is going higher.!



Cars are expensive!
The price of gasoline is going higher.!



The problems of transportation…!

Cars are expensive!

Buying a house? !
It’s difficult to save on construction costs.!
But a lot can be saved by buying in a location where "
   you can have one less car.!



The problems of transportation…!

Cost of a car!

That extra car costs about $6,000 annually. !

That is enough for payments of $75,000 (7% interest).!



The costs to commute	
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Cost of a car!

Parking can get expensive.!



The problems of transportation…!

How we spend our time!

Americans have a high standard of living, but a low 
quality of life.!
Our leisure hours are spent in the car, being the most 
stressful of the day.!

!



The problems of transportation…!

How we spend our time!

If you commute 1 hour each way, you spend 8 weeks 
in car every year.!

      Would spend 3 years of your "
       child's life in the car , "
       rather than with the child.!



The need for parking 
Parking costs money. 

Surface lots: $2,000 to $3,000 per space. 

Structures: $20,000 to $25,000 per space 

Underground: $30,000 to $40,000 per space 



The need for parking 
In larger cities, 50-65 percent of land area is for vehicles. 

. 



The balance of functional space to 
space devoted to transportation,	

Downtown Fenton, Michigan	




The need for parking 
In Detroit there are 13 parking spaces per city resident. 
 

1962 
photo 
 

The problems of transportation…!



Extreme 
commuting 



The costs to commute	




The problems of transportation…!

There are also social consequences.!



 
Our “mono-transportation” is discriminatory.	


 
Discriminates against… 
 
   - the young 
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Our “mono-transportation” is discriminatory.	


 
Discriminates against… 
   - the young 
   - the old 
   - the poor 
   - the handicapped 
 
As a society, are we proud of this? 



The problems of transportation…!

Environmental damage!

Only 13% of a car’s energy is used for propulsion.!
!
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The problems of transportation…!

Environmental damage!

Only 13% of a car’s energy is used for propulsion..!
Gasoline is the leading cause of the greenhouse effect, �
   which causes global warming. !
Vehicles contribute an estimated "
   60-70% to urban air pollution.!



Commuter rail 
in Japan 



Trains 
in India 



Some strategies!



Future 	
Complete Streets	

Amsterdam	




Convert streets to “complete streets,”���
   what the Dutch call “woonerfs.”	




“When you introduce a little uncertainty, 
and no one’s sure what the rules are, ���
the driver becomes human again.”���
���
              Ben Hamilton-Baillie, English architect	




Studies have shown the number���
of accidents goes down when ���
signs are removed from streets.	




Kalamazoo Mall (before) 	




Convert streets to “complete streets”	




Amsterdam bike parking	




Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) 	




Portland	

transit mall	




Washington, D.C. Metro 	




Map of 	

D.C. Metro	

System 	




Roosevelt	

Island	

Tramway	




Roosevelt	

Island	

Tramway	




Seattle Ferry	




San Francisco	

cable car	




Detroit Light Rail Transit (LRT) Proposal	




Detroit Light Rapid Transit (LRT)	




Detroit Light Rapid Transit (LRT)	




 
Transportation Efficiency Acts	


Transportation Fund had been used to build roads 
   - Interstate highway system was completed 
   - Reallocated funds for maintenance, preservation,  
             safety, and alternative forms 
   - these agencies determine transportation priorities 
            in the region 
    



 
Metropolitan Planning Organization.	


The Federal government has a Transportation Fund 
   - funds come from user fees 
   - funds are allocated to designated MPOs 
   - these agencies determine transportation priorities 
            in the region 
    



 
Transportation Computer Modeling.	


A well-defined process 
    



 
Transportation Computer Modeling.	


Estimates number of vehicles in Traffic Analysis Zones 
    



Other Alternatives!



Roundabouts 	




Roundabouts	




Biking	




Bike lanes as part of the roadway.	




Bike paths are the roadway.	




Bike paths separated from the road.	




Money Facts	

	

The cost of operating a car for one year is approximately $6,000.���
	

The cost of operating a bicycle for a year is only $140. 	

	

The average family has to work for more than 6 weeks to pay a year’s 
car expenses, compared to less than one day needed to pay for a year’s 
bicycle expenses. (based on U.S. Census) 



Alternative forms…!

In Ann Arbor, 34% of the 
downtown employees have 
chosen to walk to work 
regularly in the past five 
years;  !
80% of employees who live 
within ½ mile of work walk 
to work regularly. !
         (2005 survey)!
!
!
!

!



Alternative forms…!

In Ann Arbor, 34% of the 
downtown employees have 
chosen to walk to work 
regularly in the past five 
years;  !
80% of employees who live 
within ½ mile of work walk 
to work regularly. !
         (2005 survey)!
!
More than 30,000 people live 
within a 10-minute walk of the 
UM central campus or downtown.!
!
!
!

!



Elevated bikeways	






Video on NYC biking	




Walkability	




Cut the number of streets ���
   coming into a neighborhood	

	

   Traffic calming   	




Cut the number of streets ���
   coming into a neighborhood	

	

   Traffic calming   	




The skywalks service a number of levels and divide 
downtown activities into a number of layers.!



Nicollet Mall is the main street in the downtown and 
has much of its retail life.!
It must function both in the summer and in the city’s 
cold winters. !



Minneapolis skywalks 	




The skywalk system 
in Minneapolis 
extends throughout a 
large area of the 
downtown.!



Minnapolis skywalk 	






Dan Burden	

   Guru of “Walkability” 	




The 5 Cs of walkability	








!
!
!

The 4 most important 
words in 

transportation!



If we want to improve our cities…!

 We must alter our approach to transportation!
!
      Not through "
         more construction!
!
!
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If we want to improve our cities…!

 We must alter our approach to transportation!
!
      Not through �
         more construction!
!
      Not through expensive �
         and underused transit!
!
      Not by spending more money— "
             but by spending less!
!
!



If we want to improve our cities…!

 We must alter our approach to transportation!
!
      We can do it by changing our lifestyle!



The problems of transportation…!

This approach can be summed up in 4 words…!
!
!
!



The problems of transportation…!

This approach can be summed up in 4 words…!
!
!
!

Live closer to work!!



The problems of transportation…!

Or its corollary…!

!
!
!

!



The problems of transportation…!

Or its corollary…!

!
!
!

Work closer to home.!



	


	


 
What can we do?	


Live closer to work 



	


	


 
Does this mean I need 

to sell my house and move?	


Live closer to work 



	


 
No. 

It simply means when you are  
ready to move next time, 

think about living close to your job.	


Live closer to work 



	


	


 
Does this mean I need 

to move into the center city?	


Live closer to work 



	


 
No. 

There are many jobs in the suburbs. 
If you work in the suburbs, 
then live in the suburbs— 

just live near your job.	


Live closer to work 



	


	


 
 

Likewise, if you work in a rural area, 
then live near your workplace.	


Live closer to work 



	


What if I need to drive? 
Does this mean I need 

to buy a Prius?	


Live closer to work 



	


You’ll need at least one car, 
so why not have a Prius? 
	


Live closer to work 



	


	


 
What can the government do?	


Live closer to work 



	

Over decades the government has created 
many incentives for sprawl:	


Live closer to work 



	


It’s time for government to create 
a new set of incentives:	


E.g., 
- Tax deductions based on commuting distance 
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It’s time for government to create 
a new set of incentives:	


E.g., 
- Tax deductions based on commuting distance 
- Commuter re-education program 
- Rehab of existing neighborhood schools 
- Zipcars: getting by with one less family car 
- Use Transit Oriented Development 

Live closer to work 



There you have it;!
      the solution to many of the problems of our cities!
!
!

 Live closer to work! 


